Multi-Function – will accept an assortment of parts. A unique hole pattern means each part is secured by pins to within 1/8” of the edge of each side.

Stackable – both loaded and unloaded. A positive locking mechanism keeps parts and pallets in the air instead of on the floor. Removable posts allow pallets to be shipped knocked down.

Value – one pin-pallet can replace four containers. The result is better utilization and fewer containers required.

Ergonomics – parts can be slid straight off the side. People do not have to stoop to pick parts out of a container.

We’ll use our unique design to manufacture pin pallets in the size that is optimal for your operation. Contact us at 800-795-0551 or visit us on our web site.

www.streatordependable.com E-Mail: sales@streatordependable.com